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Return on Investment Data
The way to get started benefitting from the QuartetRx automated 
compounding system is to purchase a QuartetRx Milling unit along with 
some QuartetRx bottles and MaestroRx excipient sachets.   We already 
know this solution will make the work of your compounding pharmacists 
easier, safer and faster ... but the amazing thing is that the QuartetRx 
systems pays for itself very quickly even in pharmacy operations that 
only perform 3-4 compounds a day.  Based on the compounding volumes 
in your pharmacy, review the data below to understand how quickly the 
QuartetRx system pays for itself quickly over time.  

The savings come from all the labor time you save compounding with the 
QuartetRx versus the mortar and pestle.  In the beginning you will take 
about 10 minutes of actual work time for the pharmacist or technician 
per compound, to use the QuartetRx, with another ten minutes required 

for the QuartetRx milling unit to work unattended to actually perform the 
compounding.  If you plan the work effectively you can compound up to 
four compounds simultaneously.  Once your pharmacists are up-to-speed 
and comfortable with the technology, their actual time per compound 
should drop in half, and it’s likely that they will barely ever only mill one 
compound at a time during the unattended 10 minute milling cycle.  But to 
be conservative this data does not assume that the pharmacist becomes 
more efficient with experience, so it presumes that they continue to take 
10 minutes per formulation.  The return on investment  is compelling, 
particularly given the non-financial benefits of ease-of-use and enhanced 
safety of the QuartetRx enclosed compounding environment.   Your 
pharmacists and technicians will quickly come to love the QuartetRx for 
how simple it is to use, and they will look to use it in every compounding 
application that they can.”
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Assumptions:
• Each effort in manual compounding takes 5 mins of prep time and on avg 25 mins compounding & clean-up.
• 25% of labor performed by compounding pharmacist at $59.70/hr - national avg non-loaded hourly expense.
• 75% of the compounding labor performed by pharmacy tech at $17/hr - ntl avg non-loaded hourly expense.
• 70 ml commodity bottle is $0.30 with cap (taken from Market Study on Bottle Pricing).
• 120 ml commodity bottle is $ 0.35 with cap (taken from Market Study on Bottle Pricing).
• Diluent expense is $.05/ml with traditional diluents.


